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introduction

1.

The Eighth Meeting of the

Council

of Ministers of the Multinational

Programming and Operational Centre (MULPOC) for West Africa was held in Niamey,
Republic-of Niger on 15 and 16 February,

2.

1985.

Opening statements were made by His Excellency Alhousseini Mouloul,

Secretary of State for Planning of the Repuolic of Niger, H»£ Joseph GBAGO
Zoumanigui,

Chairman of the Seventh Meeting of the Council of Ministers,

Secretary of State for Energy,

Member of the Military Committee for National

Recovery of the Republic of Guinea and by Professor Adebayo Adedeji Executive
Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa.

A.

ATTENDANCE AND ORGANIZATION OF WORK

3.

Representatives of the following member States were present :

Benin, Burkina Faso, Gambia, Ghana,

Guinea, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Ntgeria,

Senegal,

Sierra Leone and Togo.

4.

Also in attendance as observers were

:

the Economic Community off

West Africa States (ECOWAS), Agency for the Security of Air Navigation in
Africa and Madagascar (ASECNA),

Conference Ministerielle des Etats de 1'Afrique

de l'Ouest et du Centre sur les Transports Haritimes

(CMEAOC), United Nations

Industrial Development Organisation (UNIDO), Banque Centrale des Etats de
l'Afrique de 1'Ouest (BCEAO), the Niger Basin Authority (NBA), and the InterState Committee for Drought Control in the Sahel

ELECTION OF OFFICERS

5.

(CILSS).

(agenda item 2)

The Council of Ministers unanimously elected the following

Chairman

:

Niger

Vice-Chairman

Nigeria

Rapporteur

Senegal

:

-

B*

2 -

ADOPTION OF THB ACENDA AND PR0C3UKKB OP WORK (agenda it an 3)
The Council of

1 •

Opening session

2,

Election of Officers

3o

Adoption of the agenda and programme of work of the meeting

4«

Report of the MULPOC Director on the implementation of the 19^4 work
pFsgpasme and On the human and financial resources of the HULPOC

5.

Report &T tft« Fourth "Heating-of the-West Afrl$naiSu*>re£i^aalofofWut'tAe for
the - Ihtegiwiti«n "of :Wo*ienJ4a-DftvelDpment.

6.

Consideration of the report, draft resolutions and work programme submitted
to the HULFOC Council of Ministers by the Eighth Meeting of the Committee

of'Officials*
7«

Report on preparations for the following forthcoming BOA meetings:

(a)

Fifth Hastings of Sxperts and of Ministers of African Least Developed
Countries;

(b)

Sixth Meeting of the Technical Preparatory Committee of the Whole;

(c)

Twentieth Session of the Commission and Eleventh Meeting of the
Conference of Ministers;

(d)

Conference of Plenipotentiaries for announcing Voluntary Contributions
to the United Nations Trust Fund for African Development*

8.

Venue of the next Meeting of the MULPOC Council of Ministers

9»

Any other business

10« Consideration and adoption of the Report of the Meeting
11• Closing Session

-

3 -

C.

ACCOUNT OF PROCEEDINGS

7.

The Secretary of State of the Ministry of Planning of the Republic

of Niger welcomed delegates on behalf of His Excellency,

Seyni KOUNTCHB,

Brigadier-General

Chairman of the Supreme Military Council and Head of State

of the Republic of Niger,

the Government and the people of Niger and thanked

delegates for having chosen Niamey as the venue for their meeting.

8.

He observed that the Eighth Meeting of the Council of Ministers of

the West African Multinational Programming and Operational Centre was being

held at a time when Africa in general (and West Africa in particular) was
faced with mounting economic crisis. For West Africa,

the situation had been

worsened by the prolonged drought and the creeping desert.

It was necessary

for the African countries themselves to find lasting solutions to the crisis

through their own collective efforts and not to rely solely on help from
the-international community.

9.

In order to overcome some of these problems,

Africa had to pool their resources,

the countries of West

strengthen their economic integration in

accordance with the recommendations of the Adewoye Report and implement the
Lagos Plan of Action.

He paid tribute to Professor Adebayo ADEDEJI,

Secretary of Economic Commission for Africa,

Executive

for his dedication and commitment

to the advancement of the African people. He also thanked the Director of the
MULPOC for his dynamism as well as the staff of the Niamey MULPOC for their

hard work and dedication.
Council of Ministers open.

He finally declared the Eighth Meeting of the

- 4

10.

The Chairman of the

-

Seventh Meeting of the Council

of Ministers,

the leader of the delegation of the Republic of Guinea expressed profound
gratitude
the

to His Excellency,

Brigadier-General Seyni

Supreme Military Council

the Government

and Head of State

and the people

of Niger

of the

of the Head of

State,

Republic

of Niger,

All that underseoved the

the Government and the

economic

integration in the

11.

He stated that the problems of socio-economic

people

of Niger to

development in West
subregion to

integration through the pooling and the rational
end,

of resources.

To this

Niamey MULPOC

for having spearheaded the

he congratulated the Director

economic

the delegates for

the

task of coordinating and strengthe

it to preside

12.

over

integration in the

confidence

the activities

subregion.

they had bestowed
of

Professor Adebayo Adedeji,

use

and staff of the

ning the activities of the various intergovernmental organisations
effort to promote

;

subregion.

Africa merited the determination of every country in the
strengthen economic

Chairman of

for their warm hospitality and the

excellent facilities provided for the meeting.
commitment

KGUNTCHE,

the MULPOC

Executive

Finally,

in their
he' thanked

upon Guinea by asking

in 1984.

Secretary of the Economic

Commission for Africa, expressed his sincere thanks to His Excellency,
Brigadier-General

Seyni Kountche,

Chairman of the Supreme Military Council

and Head of State of the Republic of Niger for hosting the

series of meetings,

for the cordial welcome accorded to delegates and the excellent facilities
provided for the meetings.
commitment

to

the

ideals

subregion,

a commitment

In his view,

of economic
that had

towards collective self-reliance

that was a manifestation of Niger's

co-operation and development in the

enabled the MULPOC

to make some contribution

and development in West Africa.

-

13.

5 -

The Eighth Meeting of the Council of Ministers of the MULPOC

for West Africa was being held at a time when Africa in general (and
West Africa in particular) was facing its greatest economic crisis in
history. Of the twenty-one countries most affected by food shortages,

the majority were in West Africa, and out of the nine most seriously
affected countries, four were in W*st Africa. The unprecedented drought
had brought a situation in which every other ton

of food consumed in

the subregion came from outside. The subregion was now more dependent
on food aid, By the turn of the century the countries of the subregion
would have to import as much as seventy per cent of their food, unless
the trend was reversed.

-

14*

6

-

He then outlined three areas that were of immediate concern to

the countries of West Africa, namely : drought, desertification and indebtedness.

With respect to the latter, he observed that debt servicing had reached unaccep
table levels and was now imposing heavy burdens on the African economies. The
issue before the member States was how to get out of that impasse and therefore
serious consideration should now be given to the efficient management of public

debt. The economic challenges facing West African countries/be further compounded
by increase in population which was expected to reach 350 million by the year 2000.

15*

These problems could only be effectively tackled through a subregional

approach. With the challenge facing the African countries,a foundation, for sa©n*m±c
survival and revival had to be laid if Africa was to be able to feed,

clothe,

educate, house and even provide employment for its people. These would be the

issues to be discussed during the forthcoming ECA Conference of Ministers, and
each

country would do well to formulate its policy on them. However, to ensure

national survival, the problems of drought and desertification, had to be tackled

from a subregional perspective. He concluded by wishing the meeting great success.
Report of theMULP-QC

Director on the implementation on the 1984 work programme

and on the human and financial resources of the MULPOC (agenda item 4)

16•

The M^LPOC Director stated that the 1984 work programme comprised the

same number of projects (31) as that of 1983, whereas the 1982 work programme had

comprised only 24 projects. Twenty-three projects or 75 per rent of the 1983 work
programme had been confined to six sectors while the same percentage of projects
were in four sectors in 1984.

17*

Turning to the rate of programme implementation, he said that 68 per

cent had been fully implemented in 1982, 74 per cent in 1983 and 75 per cent in

1984. Such a rate of implementation has been achieved despite a 15 per xent
reduction of the MULPOC's financial resources from 1982 to 1983. Also worth
noting was the fact that from 1983 to 1984f the tftesouraas had stayed at a
uniform level of $426,000, with no allowance made for inflation.

-7 -

18»

She MULI^C^e pepfb-wian.ee had "been made possible "by the policy of

decentralization reflected in the assignment to the MULPOC of certain experts
and through the asaistaa.ee provided by Divisions at ECA headquarters in Addis

19O

Sin*ce there was little likelihood that the MULFOC's financial resources

would "be increased in the immediate future, he concluded that the meeting
should examine ways of securing financial

MULPOC.

and material" assistance for the

That might be done "by cutting down on the work programme or

concentrating it further on su#h priority sectors as assistance to IGOs,

water resources development, trade, agriculture, finance, industry, transport
and communications,

20.

During the discussions,

several delegates complimented

.the MULPOC

Director on the quality of his report, the manner of its presentation, and
the accomplishments of the MULPOC, given the difficult circumstances under

which it hart had to operate.

They also •*ngratulated the staff of the MULPOC

for their dedication and hard-work and the ECA for r - the assistance rendered
to the MULPOC.
21s

The observations made ty the ••mmittee of experts, that some activities

such as organizing meetings of the Association of West African Intergovernmental
Organizations should not be counted as projects,
should be concentrated more in a few

that the efforts of the MULPOC

priority sectors such as agriculture

rather than assistance to West African Intergovernmental Organizations, and
that the work programme of the MULPOC should be brought into balance with its
resources were endorsed by the meeting of the
22»

Council of Ministers,

While delegates were sympathetic to the call for financial and material

assistance

by member States to the MULPOC, most of them stated that this was

not feasible given the economic problems facing the countries of the subregion.

The view was eucpressed that the appeal for human and material 'assist anc*e was
more realistic, and the MULFOC Director was called upon to explore this

possibility with the individual governments.

Finally, the tfeed fo*r a committee

to review the technical operation and priorities of the MULPOC was underlined*

Integration of women in development (agenda item 5)
23.

'

' ■

The report of the Fourth .Meeting rtf i£he 'Wehrt Afrrdarf ^uhita^toif^r Ootanittee for the

Integration of Women in Development held in Lome from 5 to 8 February 1985

uas presented to the meeting as document CEA^TULFOC/cSfy/lV/85,
24*

After it had considered \he implementation of its programme for the

previous financial year and the difficulties encountered in the implementation

of that programme, the Subregional Committee considered the 1985-1986* programme
stressing the following points:

(a)

While -the 1985-1986

wor;k: programme was but a-continuation of

the previous year's programme, it nevertheless gave priority.to the following
areas:

■

(i)
(ii)

(iv)

(v)

y

-

-

Agriculture and food production;
The impact of desertification on tHe status of
women and oh population movements;

(iii)

■

'-

The industrial development of Africa;
Development of human resources;

Multinational projects ,~ fcafc-to-HaeiYtlon-- - ,- ~""^ v
national projects,

(b)

itfx Addition**! financial and human resources should be mobilized

and utilized judiciously both for the programme and the operation of the
Bureau, of the Subregional

Commiift ee;

9

-

(9) The achievements of national machineries for the Integration

of women in development should be evaluated both by the MULPOC and national

machineries to produce information that could be exchanged ;
{d) Measures should be taken, in collaboration with PADIS^-WADIS

and UNDP, to ease problems in the collection and dissemination of data on
women..

25,

.

■

The Subregional Committee on the Iritegration of Women in Development

had considered the revised note on the institutional framework governing
relations between machineries for the integration tpf women in development
and has requested the pan-African Women's Organization to participate in
the meetings of the African Regional Coordinating Committee as a member

and made amendments to the terms of reference of the subregional committees-.'

The Subregional Committee appointed' the following officers :
Chairperson

fice

:

Chairperson

Rapporteur

Togo

:

:

Nigeria
Burkina Faso

Consideration of the draft resolutions and work programme subnAjted to

the MULPOC Council of Ministers by the Eighth Meeting of the Commiitee
of Officials
26.

(agenda item 6)

In his presentation of the

work programme

for 1985 and the

me*bing of the

Committee

the secretariat for

draft report,

draft resolutions: and

1986-1967 biennium,

of Officials

praised,

the Chairman of the

on behalf of the Officials,

its dedication and commitment during their

which greatly facilitated their work.

meeting

He also congratulated the MULPOC for

ensuring that most of the documents for the meetings reached the member

States

in good time.

- 10

27«

The draft resolutions and programme of -work submitted to the Counoil »f

JIxuisters-iurcrpoTated a number of comments on the implementation of the

1984 programme, tho-activities of EGA, the priorities established for the
subregion and the objectives of the Lagos KLan of Action,

However,

the

proposals put forward by the Officials on the work programme had essentially

been reflected in the 1985*987 bicnnium,

"-c proposals made for the 1935

programme has been limited only to activities which could be financed from
extra-budgetary resources.

This was to a large extent due to the prevailing

budgetary procedures of the United Nations system which favoured bi-annual
programming and the fact that the 1985 programme had already -beoro approved^

28,

In the course of the ensuing discussions, the Council of Ministers

emphasized the need to send documents to member States as soon as possible

to enable their experts to study them and make comments thereon before

the HUIiPOC meetings were held.

The secretariat informed the Council *hat

MULPOC

lot better than in the past in the distribution of documents.
29,

The Council said that it would like to receive the draft KULPOC w*rk

programme

5Tri good^Dne'

' to enable member States to make practical proposals

on priority activities to be implemented in the subregion.

In its reply,

the secretariat said that it was still possible to amend the work programme

for the 1986-1987 biennium which had been submitted to the current meeting
of the IIULPOC Council of Ministers,
assured that

Moreover, member States should rest

everything possible would be done from the 1988-1989 biennium

onwards to allow them to make their contributxons to the preparation of the
work programme of the MOLPOC,

30,

The Council felt that a more thorough study needed to be made of the

suggestion to establish a committee on the harmonization of MOLPOC activities*
31»

After amending the draft

resolutions, the

Council of Ministers adopted ■

them together with the report of the Committee of Officials and draft work

programmes

for 1985 and the 1986-1987 biennium (see annex).

- 11
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Report on arrangements for the forthcoming I5CA Meetings (agenda item 7)
32*

The Director of the EGA Economic Co-operation Office told the meeting about

the series of meetings wfcich would be held in Addis Ababa from 15 to 29 April 1985*
The meeting of the Technical Preparatory Committee of the Whole would "be
preceded

by that of the Intergovernmental Committee of Experts of African

Least Developed Countries which would consider the current problems of African
Least Developed Countries and progress achieved in implementing previous

decisions in their favour.

Both the meeting of the Technical Preparatory

Committee of the Whole and the Conference of Ministers would, for the first timef
be dominated by a specific theme; the economic crisis in Africa*

The activities

undertaken since tho mooting of Hay 19^4 and prospects for 1985*1986 would be
considered as wauld matters relating to management.

The reports of the legislative

organs of the LXUIfOCs would also be submitted to the meeting of Experts and the
EC A Conference of Ministers by the Chairman of each of the legislative organs.

He'

also informed the meeting about the Conference of Plenipotentiaries for announcing

voluntary contributions to the United Nations Trust Fund for African

D«y£ippn»&iri;

Member States were free to tie their financial or in-kind contributions to specific
projects.

to

He urged West African countries to participate in that Conference and

send in their contributions first to their subregion's 2IULFOC to

its budget*

Finally? he

strengthen

informed the Counci-1 *hat ^he-^ee^Mtga-^bfPevi^JUsiyi^J^nned

bo be- hel<l at Arusha -would -nox-'Stwlke place in Addis Ato%ba and ejcjsr^&se&dche hope-that all
the

delegations present

at

the Eight Conference of Ministers

at the .Meetings.
33•

...

"

"...

■

of

the Niamey MULPOC would

_.'._,

_.

, .

.n..

.)

Date and venue of the next meeting of the MULPOC Council of Ministers (agenda item 3)
The head of the delegation of the Republic of Togo informed the meeting

that his Government had agreed to host the ninth meeting of the policy organs

of the West African MULFOC which would be held in February 1986 in Lome.
34»

The meeting accepted the offer by acclamation,

_Tny other business (agenda item 9)
35,

The. Council requested~XGQs and UNcAgenci«s that had messages to deliver-^Q*^

hand them irr writing.to th« Secretariat UNIDO-and CMEQC^accordingly..handed to the

Secretariat messages for onward transmission to the member states for their information.

-
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Consideration and adoption of the Report of the Meeting (agenda 'item 10)
36.

The Council adopted the report and resolutions after making

amendements

to

the drafts.

Closing Session (agenda item 11)
37.

During the closing session,

the meeting heard a Vote

of thanks,

a

final communique and several statements.
38.

The vote

of thanks addressed to

the Government

Was read out by the representative of Sierra Leone

and People of Niger

(see Annex 2).

39.

The MULPOC Director read out the final communique (se^e Annex 3).

40.

In his closing remarks, Professor Adebayo Adedeji,

of the

Executive

Secretary

United Nations Economic Commission for Africa endorsed the vote of thanks

addressed to the Government and people

Brigadier-General Seyni

KOUNTCHE,

of Niger and particularly to His Excellency

Chairman of the Supreme Military Councijl and

Head of State of Niger for his unrelenting assistance to the ECA/MULPOC and for

his contribution to- the progress of Niger and the countries of the West. African
subregion.' He then thanked all the
honoured the

Ministers and plenipotentiaries for having

invitation to attend the

West Africa, he noted, had
of the drought,

meeting and done

such excellent work.

lost its lead over other African countries because*

desertification and its external indebtedness-.

Hopefully,

the

implementation of the various resolutions adopted by the meeting would help
West Africa to regain its former pride, of place.

41.

The representative

began by commending the MULPOC
the MULPOC was not

to rest

of Niger,

closing^session,

for the quality of work it had done.

on its laurels.

would continue to lend it their support
integration of West Africa.

presiding over the

States and IGOs

in the

in the effort to achieve

Niger led the way

However,

subregion
the economic

in this r-gard by being the

State-

member of most IGOs in the subregion - a mark of its faith, in the co'lciive
approach to the solution of development problems. After expressing the hope that
all

the resolutions adopted by the Meeting would be

action,
MULPOC

translated

into concrete

he declared closed the Eighth Meeting of the Council of Ministers
for West Africa.

of the

r

RESOLUTION 1

DBDUGHT, XESSRTIFICATION Wb BOONQMIC CRISIS IN HBST ilFRICA

The Eighth Heating of the Council of Ministers of the MULPOC for West Africa

held in Nianey, Republic of Niger on 15 and 16 February 1985?
Aware of the gravity of the dimensions of the drought, desertification and
the economic crisis on the States of the West African subregion,

Recalling the decision of the Organization of African Unity (OAU) to organize
an extraordinary conference on the drought, desertification and economic crisis
in Africa*

~

Determined to do its utmost to bring the drought,

desertification and

economic crisis affecting the subregion under control,
Decides to give the mandate to the MULPOC to:

1*

Prepare an up-4o—date brief and an evaluation of all studies carried

out on the drought,

desertification and economic crisis in the West African

subregion to be submitted to

.

2*

each MULPOC meeting,

Make practical recommendations, within
t against the drought,

the framework of a subregxonal

desertification and economic crisis

in West Africa,
3,

Hake practical recommendations on short»

strategies designed to improve the region's economic situation and speed up its
development,

4*

Prepare a brief on the assistance provided by the international

community in response to the appeal made by several member States of the
subregion.

HSSOLUTION 2

AGRICULTURE

The Eighth Meeting of -che Council of Ministers of "the MULPOC held in

Niamey, Republic of Niger, on 15 and 16 February 1985,
Recalling Resolution 2 on .Agriculture of the Seventh Meeting of the Council
of Ministers especially with respect to the promotion of regional co-operation
in agricultural and livestock production,

Deeply concerned by the food deficit in the sub-region
Decides

(a)

:

,

to authorize the llOLPOC in co-operation with the Association of

West African Intergovernmental .Organize ions to secure the funds necessary for
the establishment of the regional seed Committe,

(b)

that the MULPOC should up-date the Franklin and Cocheme study on the

agro-climatic cond:i t^o^s of ^e R?>«ii-n-i n-^iri-H on of West Africa by stressing
the water requirements of both cereals .and tubers,

(c)

that the MULPOC should undertake an inventory of existing veterinary

facilities and laboratories in ^11 the countries of the subregion before making
recommendations on those to be designated regional centres for co-ordination,
(d)

that the SIOLPOC should assist BOO WAS and the oi»her organizations to

finalise the terms of reference and carry out the study on harmonization, of
pricing policies for ^r4 t::^-r-^

,^..^cts-.

™™"<? — —^sted to assist in

financing the study;

(e)

that the working group made up o* CSBV as lead agency, CBJJO, KCOWAS,

CILSS and the EC/l/^ULPOC in close collaboration with PJJD and ILCA should
undertake activities to supplement the efforts of the Governments in harmonizing
pricing policies and marketing livestock products and by products*

HB33LUTI0N 3

WA3SR H23DURCES

The Eighth Conference of Ministers of the MULFOC for West Africa held

in Nianey, Republic of Niger, on 15 and 16 February 1985>
i

Recalling Resolution 3 on Water Resources adopted by the HULPOC Council

of Ministers Meeting held in Conakry in February 1984j
Aware of the crucial importance of water in the economic and social
development of the subregion,

Authorizes the HULFOC to:

Assist the Water Committe*

established "by the Association of West

African Intergovernmental Organizations in carrying out its assignments*

RESOLUTION 4
INDUSTRY

The Eighth Meeting of the Council

of Ministers

of

the MULPOC

for West Africa held on 15 and 16 February 1985 in .Niamey,

Republic

of Niger,

Recalling Resolution 35/66B of the General Assembly adopted in
December 1980 which proclaimed the 1980s as

the Industrial Decade

for AfricS (IDDA) and resolution A/res/39/233 of 18 December 1984,
Further recalling the appeal made by the General Assembly to

the

member States to co-operate with relevant-intergovernmental
organisations

to croate an IDDA committee

in the West African subregion,

Bearing in mind the priority multinational industrial projects
already identified in the
1985-1990 phase of

the

subregion for implementation during the

Decade,

Noting with satisfaction that the Association of West African

Intergovernmental Organizations has decided to establish the subregional
committee on the Decade in conformity with the appeal made by the
Seventh Meeting of the MULPOC Council of Ministers and the availability

of financial resources to carry out an in-depth study on first
generation

projects,

Decides

to renew

the mandate

given by

the

Seventh Meeting of

Council of Ministers to the MULPOC by requesting it
report

annually on

making organs

Requests

of

the

the

activities

of

the

committee

the

to monitor and
to

the

policy-

MULPOC,

the subregional Committee on the Decade

to reflect the

comments 'made during the meeting on multinational projects to be
promoted and amendments

to the terms of reference of the subregional

committee,

Urges member States
committees

to do so

Further urges
funds available

as

established their national

soon as possible,

interested member States

to UNIDO

Development Decade

that have not yet

to

to

take advantage of the

finance projects under

for Africa.

the Industrial

RESOLUTION 5
TRADE AND FINANCE

The Eighth Meeting of the Council of Ministers of the Multinational
Programming and Operational
ary at Niamey,

Centre for West Africa, held on 15 and 16

Republic of Niger,

Recalling Resolution 1

of its Seventh Meeting held at

Conakry^Republic-

of Guinea in February 1984,
Bearing in mind the recommendations contained in the MULFOC studies on

mechanisms and institutional framework'for financing trade in West Africa,

and the establishment of export credit insurance and guarantee mechanisms,
Taking note of Resolution 3 of the First

Conference of the Association

of West African Intergovernmental Organization held on 5 and 6 February 1985
at Niamey,

Republic of Niger,

Decides that;

1,^

The studies on the mechanisms and institutional framework for

financing trade promotion in West Africa, and the establishment of export

credit insurance and guarantee mechanisms be merged into one in-depth studycovering all aspects of production, trade liberalization, finance mechanisms
and other constraints to

expanding production and trade within the subregionc

These studies should be prepared within the framework of the committee
established by Resolution 3 of the Conference of the Association of West
African Intergovernmental Organizations,

consisting of ECOWflS, BOAD and MULPOC,

with ECOWAS as lead agency,

2o

MULFOC should finalize the study on transit trade and transit

facilities requested by the Council of Ministers at its 4th Meeting in 1981
and make recommendations with a view to
of its protocol in this field*

assisting .BCOWAS i-n

RESOLUTION 6
AIR TRANSPORT

The Eighth Meeting of the Council of Ministers of the

hold on 15 and 16 February 1985 in Niamey, Republic of Niger,

Having taken note of the activities carried out by 3CA to develop air
transport services in Afrioa*

Bearing in mind that the African Conference on Freedoms of the Air
decided to establish a technical oommittee»t>n air'transport,
Aware of the key role that the technical committee on air transport can

play in harmonizing and developing air transport Services in Afrssaj
Recommends that planners of the various member countries of the subregion

should support the activities of the technic&l oomoittee on air transport
cot up as part of the activities <tf EGA*

RESOLUTION

7

WEST AFRICAN DOCUMENTATION AND INFORMATION SYSTEM

The Eighth Meeting of
for West Africa,

the

held at Niamey

Recalling resolution 12
held at

Cotonou

in March

Meeting held

in

on

15

and

and

resolution

11

February

1984

its

the

at

the

WADIS

Republic

MULPOC

so

to

its

PADIS

create

that

West African

or

(XIX)

the

on the Pan-African
the

ECA Conference-of

role played by

efforts made

to

member-

identify national

serve

the

MULPOC

as

national

elected

projects
the

for

in

subregional

should be

telecommunications,

the

of Ministers

by ECA

in May 1984,

the

to

Government

establish

the

States

that

documentation

have not yet
and

information

participating centres

in

the

PADIS

for

system,
Decides

on

and

the

Conakry,

the active

invitation

centres which would

be

Council

10th Meeting held in Addis Ababa

of Niger

of

centre,

Reiterates
done

of Ministers Meeting

System,

System which

Noting with satisfaction
of

February 1985,

Council

Information

of

Documentation and Information
adopted at

16

of the MULPOC

concerning the establishment

Recalling further resolution 498

Ministers

of Ministers

of the MULPOC

1983

West African Documentation

Recalling

Council

(WADIS)

library

a period

the

of

subregion,

technical

composed

science

or

two years
and

that

of

committee

five

computer

to

monitor

the

of

experts
science

specialising
and who

implementation

representative
an

the

of

the

would
of

the

subregion

regional

technical

committee

shall

be

subregional

technical

committee

which

shall

designate

its

-. 1 -^o member

of

the

subregional

technical

committee

own

Chairman.
Further
should be

Faso,

decides

composed

Gambia,

of

that

experts

Guinea-Bissau,

first
from

the

Nigeria

following countries

and

Senegal.

:

in

Burkina

RESOLUTION

FOTJ.OW-UP ACTIVITIES

ON

8

THE ECa

STUDY ENTITLED

PROPOSALS FOR STRENGTHENING ECONOMIC
IN

The

Eighth Meeting of

the

African MULPOC held at Niamey,
February

WEST AFRICA

Council

to undertake
study
West

of Niger,

of

the West

-on: ISlamd. 16

1985,

Council of Ministers of

in

of Ministers

Republic

Recalling Resolution number

ECA

INTEGRATION

follow-up

the

7

of

the

Seventh Meeting of the

West African MULPOC mandating the MULPOC

activities

entitled Proposals

for

related

to

the

examination of

Strengthening Economic

the

Integration

Africa,

Taking
made by the

note of

the call

for additional

studies on this

First Extraordinary Meeting of the Council

the West African MULPOC and by the

Eighth Conference

subject

of Ministers of

of Heads

of State

and Government of ECOWAS,

1.

Decides

to

mandate

the MULPOC to continue

assist

2.
and

in

the

instruct

:

to pursue

preparation of the additional

the

MULPOC

recommendations

to

that

the

the

MULPOC

follow-up activities

studies,

studies be presented for comments
policy

and

RESOLUTION

INTEGRATION

OF

9

WOMEN

The Eighth Meeting of the Council

IN

DEVELOPMENT

of Ministers of the MULPOC for

West Africa held.on 15 and 16 February 1985 in Niamey,

Considering the

Republic of Niger,

final report of the Fourth Meeting of the West

African Sub-regional Committee for the Integration of women in development,

Considering the

1985-1986 Programme of work of the sub-regional Committee

approved at the fourth meeting held in Lome,

(Togo),

Considering further the priority sectors identified during the

preparatory regional meeting to the World Conference on the study and assessment

of the results of the United Nations Decade for women (Arusha -October 1984),

Aware of the need to mobilize adequate
for the

financial and human resources

implementation of multi-national projects having priority without

neglecting national

projects.

1' Approves the recommendations made by the Fourth Meeting of the Vest

African sub-regional Committee for the Integration of Women in Development
(Lome 5-8 February 1985)

2.
to take

to the Niamey-MULPOC.

Requests member.

States

and the Niamey MULPOC women's programme

every necessary step to proceed with

within the framework of the

3.

Requests ECA

the

integration of women

(PADIS/WADIS)

evaluation of actions undertaken
in development.

and UNDP to assist national mechanisms

for the integration of women in development to collect and distribute data
pertaining to women and their activities

in the sub-region.

RESOLUTION 10 ..

WORK PROGRAMME OF
MULPOC

FOR

BIENNIUM

The
Niamey,

Eighth Meeting
Niger

on

15

and

THE

1985

FOR

ECA AND

AND

the

16

February

Having considered the

FOR THE

THE WEST

of

THE WEST AFRICAN
1986-1987

AFRICAN

MULPOC

SUBREGION

Council

of Ministers

held at

1985

draft work programme

submitted by

the MULPOC

secretariat,

Decides
divisions

and

biennium for

to

adopt

the

the

work programme

West African

the West Africa

MULPOC

for

subregion.

of

the

1985

ECA
and

substantive
for

the

1986-1987

(ANNEX 2)

VOTE OF THANKS

Participants in the Eighth Meeting:of the Council of Ministers
of the MULPOC for West Africa, held in Niamey,

16 February 1985,

Republic of Niger on 15 and

express their sincere thanks and profound gratitude to

the Government and people of the Republic of Niger for all their efforts
to ensure the success of the n.eeting and for the cordial hospitality extended
to participants throughout their stay.

Participants in the Eighth Meeting of the MULPOC Council of

Ministers express to His Excellency Brigadier-General Seyni KOUNTCHE,
President of the Supreme Military Council and Head of State of Niger their
heartfelt congratulations for his successes both at the national and

international levels and for his tireless efforts to strengthen African
Unity in general and West African unity in particular.

Done

in Niamey this 16th day of February 1985

The Council

(ANNEX 3)
FINAL COMMUNIQUE

.

.

The Council of Ministers of the Multinational Programming arid
Operational Centre

(MULPOC) for West Africa held its Eighth Meeting on 15

and 16 February 1985,

in Niamey,

Republic of Niger.

Ministers and plenipotentiaries from the following member States

participated in the meeting :
Mali,

Mauritania, Niger,

Benin,

Nigeria,

Burkina Faso, the Gambia, Ghana, Guinea,

Senegal,

Sierra Leone and Togo.

Representatives from the following intergovernmental organizations
participated in the meeting as observers

African States,

:

the Economic Community of West

the Niger Basin Authority, the Banque Centrale des Etats de

l'Afrique de 1'Ouest,

Control in the Sahel

and the Permanent inter-State Committee for Droughi.

(SILSS).

The United Nations Industrial Development Organization was also
represented at the Meeting.

After considering the report and draft

resolutions adopted by the

Committee of Officials of the MULPOC for West Africa at its Eighth Meeting
held in Niamey,

Republic of Niger, from 8 to 12 February 1985,

the Council

of Ministers adopted 10 resolutions relating to the work programme of the
MULPOC for the 1985-1986 period.
These resolutions

dealt ■

with the following areas

:

drought, desertification and economic crisis, agriculture, water resourcfcs,

industry, trade and finance, air transport, West African Documentation and
Information System, follow-up activities on the ECA study entitled proposals
for strengthening economic integration in West Africa, and the integration

of women in development. The Council also adopted the work programme of the

substantive divisions of ECA and of the West African MULPOC for 1985 and the
MULPOC work programme for the 1986-1987 biennium. The meeting insisted in
particular on the need for the elaboration of a subregional programme against
drought and desertification.

-

2 -

Accepting the kind invitation of the Republic of Togo,

the

Council of Ministers of the West African MULPOC decided to hold its
next meeting in Lome,

Togo on a date

to be

decided later.

Participants passed a vote of thanks in which they expressed

their most sincere thanks and profound gratitude to the Government and
people of Niger for the generous and typically African hop tality extended
to them. They expressed especially their profound gratitude to His Excellency
Brigadier-General Seyni KOUNTCHE, President of the Supreme Military Council
and Head of State of the Republic of Niger.

Done in Niamey this 16th day of February 1985

The

Council
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Mr.
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